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Robust Subnanometric Plasmon Ruler by Rescaling of the Nonlocal Optical Response
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We present the optical response of two interacting metallic nanowires calculated for separation
distances down to angstrom range. State-of-the-art local and nonlocal approaches are compared with
full quantum time-dependent density functional theory calculations that give an exact account of nonlocal
and tunneling effects. We find that the quantum results are equivalent to those from classical approaches
when the nanoparticle separation is defined as the separation between centroids of the screening charges.
This establishes a universal plasmon ruler for subnanometric distances. Such a ruler not only impacts the
basis of many applications of plasmonics, but also provides a robust rule for subnanometric metrology.
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The exact calculation of the optical response of a nanosystems is a challenging task. In metallic nanostructures
the complex nonlocal interactions between conduction electrons modify the standard local classical response, typically
characterized by the presence of surface plasmon resonances
[1]. This effect is more pronounced in small particles and
in strongly coupled systems where the nonlocal nature of
electronic interactions is emphasized. To establish an exact
and accurate model to describe the spectral features of
plasmonic resonances in such systems is thus of paramount
importance from both fundamental and practical points of
view [2,3]. A variety of theoretical approaches that incorporate different levels of sophistication have been adopted to
address the optical response, but certain lack of unification
still persists. In particular, the community of surface physics
has elaborated accurate nonlocal treatments to address the
surface response of conduction electrons of metal surfaces
and small metallic objects [1,4–9], whereas the community
of nano-optics has focused on developing practical local and
nonlocal treatments where the emphasis is placed on the
geometrical aspects of the metal boundaries rather than on
the actual response of the electrons [2,3,10–16]. This Letter
bridges both fields, providing a unified and practical picture
of the optical response in coupled metallic nanoparticles
located at subnanometric proximity.
We calculate the optical response of two interacting
metallic nanowires in vacuum using a full quantum timedependent density functional theory (TDDFT) approach
[17] as well as using macroscopic theory based on solution
of classical Maxwell equations with local and nonlocal
descriptions of the system. The comparison between quantum and classical results on coupled nanowires provides
a perfect basis to unravel the limitations, tendencies, and
physics of the optical response under different levels of
approximation. By doing so, we are able to relate the
0031-9007=13=110(26)=263901(5)

results of the optical response from different approximations and predict the influence of nonlocality in the limit
of subnanometric distances where nonlocal effects are
pronounced. In elucidating the major physics behind the
nonlocal response in plasmonic nanoparticle dimer, we
find a robust plasmon ruler [18–22] that unambiguously
determines the spectral position of surface plasmon resonances in strongly coupled systems forming subnanometric
plasmonic cavities.
To implement the TDDFT calculations, a cylindrical
jellium model is adopted to describe the electronic structure of the infinite metallic nanowire. This model captures
the collective plasmonic modes of conduction electrons
and is perfectly suited to address nonlocal effects derived
from the interactions between these electrons, such as the
dynamical screening of the external field [1,4,5] and
tunneling [23–27] as discussed below. Within the jellium
model, the ionic cores of the nanowire atoms are represented with a uniform background charge density n0 ¼
ðð4=3Þr3s Þ1 . The screening radius rs is set equal to 4a0
(Bohr radius a0 ¼ 0:053 nm) corresponding to sodium
which is a prototypical free-electron metal. We have performed the calculations for D ¼ 6:2 nm and D ¼ 9:8 nm
diameter nanowires, where the circle of diameter D provides the position of the jellium edge separating uniform
positive background from the vacuum. The jellium edge is
 for Na) in
located at half a lattice constant (a ¼ 4:23 A
front of the plane of surface atoms. The optical response
of the isolated nanowire and nanowire dimer has been
obtained within the Kohn-Sham scheme of TDDFT [17]
as detailed in Ref. [25].
Along with the TDDFT study, we have performed
classical Maxwell calculations of the optical extinction.
Different levels of sophistication have been adopted using
(i) the local Drude description of sodium permittivity
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"ð!Þ ¼ 1  !2p =!ð! þ iÞ, where !p ¼ 5:89 eV is the
bulk plasma frequency of Na and  accounts for the
damping, (ii) the nonlocal hydrodynamic model (NLHD)
[10,13–16] description of the metal permittivity tensor as
implemented by Toscano and co-workers in the COMSOL
MULTIPHYSICS package [15,28], and (iii) the quantumcorrected model (QCM) [29] allowing us to perform classical calculations that take into account electron tunneling
through the junction separating nanowires. The particular
application of QCM for a sodium dimer is described in
detail in Ref. [23]. Finally, in all classical models above
we used  ¼ 0:16 eV, which provides the best match with
the TDDFT results.
Prior to the discussion of the spectral plasmon peaks
for nanowire dimer, we consider an isolated nanowire.
This allows us to distinguish between the effects that are
inherent to an individual nanoparticle and those which
are associated with the Coulomb coupling between the
wires. In Fig. 1(a) we show the extinction cross section
of the isolated nanowire [30]. The TDDFT result displays
a well-formed dipolar plasmon resonance at frequency
!sp ¼ 4:072pﬃﬃﬃeV redshifted from the classical Drude value
!D
sp ¼ !p = 2 ¼ 4:14 eV. This shift of the plasmon resonance is a nonlocal finite size effect linked with the
dynamical screening of the fields by conduction electrons.
As has been thoroughly studied in the context of metal
clusters [8,9,31–33],
D
2
!sp =!D
sp ¼ 1  Re½dð!sp Þ=Rcl þ OðRcl Þ;
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where Rcl is the cluster radius and Re½dð!sp Þ is the real
part of the Feibelman parameter that gives the position of
the centroid of the induced surface charge density with
respect to the jellium edge [4–6]. As follows from quantum
calculations for free-electron metals, because of the spill
out of conduction electrons, the screening charge resides
outside metal surface. The Re½dð!sp Þ is thus positive,
which explains the redshift of the dipolar plasmon for
alkali metals. From our results we obtain Re½dð!sp Þ 
 in agreement with earlier experimental and theoretical
1 A,
data [4,5,31–33].
In contrast to the TDDFT, in the NLHD treatment
the dipole plasmon frequency appears blueshifted with
respect to the !sp . The plasmon-induced charges in the
NLHD are localized within a layer of thickness  ¼ =!p
below the metal surface [14], where  is the hydrodynamic
nonlocality parameter [28]. The effective Re½dð!Þ is thus
always negative leading to a blueshift of the localized
plasmon irrespective of the metal. This is in contradiction
with both quantum and experimental data for alkali clusters. For noble metals, because of the contribution to the
screening of the localized d electrons, the centroid of the
screening charge is inside the metal surface [5,9]. Thus, for
Au and Ag nanoparticles the dipolar plasmon resonance
experiences a blueshift [9,34–36]. The qualitative agreement of NLHD with full quantum treatments and experiments is, however, fortuitous in this case, because the

FIG. 1 (color online). Extinction cross section per length for
(a) isolated jellium nanowire of diameter D ¼ 9:8 nm. Results
are shown as a function of the frequency ! of the incident
radiation. The incoming field is an x-polarized plane wave as
depicted in the inset. The results from TDDFT calculations are
compared with those from classical electromagnetic calculations
using local (Drude) and nonlocal hydrodynamic response
(NLHD). (b) Same as in (a) but for a jellium nanowire dimer

with junction size S ¼ 7:4 A.

NLHD description associates the effect with conduction
electrons only.
Figure 1(b) shows the response of a pair of identical
parallel nanowires of D ¼ 9:8 nm diameter separated by
 as measured between the jellium
the distance S ¼ 7 A,
edges. The TDDFT result features the bonding dipole
plasmon (DP) mode at 2.8 eV and quadrupolar mode
(QP) at 3.5 eV. Because of the attractive interaction
between the plasmon-induced screening charges of opposite sign at facing surfaces across the junction, these modes
are shifted from the higher order hybridized mode (HM)
at ! ¼ 3:9 eV close to !sp . For large separation S, the
DP and QP modes merge into the HM and the spectrum
evolves into that of the individual nanowire. Similar to an
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FIG. 2 (color online). Extinction cross section  per length calculated with different approaches for the D ¼ 9:8 nm Na nanowire
dimer in vacuum. The incoming plane wave is polarized along the dimer axis x. Waterfall plots show the results as a function of the
 Red curves (gray) correspond to
frequency of the incoming radiation for different junction widths S varied in steps of 1a0 ¼ 0:53 A.
S ¼ 5:3, 2:65, 0, 2.65, 5.3, 7.95, and 10.6 Å. For further details, see the text.

individual nanowire, the resonances in TDDFT are redshifted with respect to the classical Drude results whereas
the NLHD gives a blueshift of the resonances.
For the nanowire dimer, the dynamic screening affects
the energies of plasmonic modes through the shift of the
plasmon frequency of the isolated nanowire and through
the change of the coupling across the junction. As we will
show below, the latter effect is relevant for plasmon ruler
applications. To unravel its role we have performed calculations of the optical response of the parallel nanowire
dimer by varying the width of the junction S. The plasma
frequency parameter !p in classical descriptions has been
adjusted [37] to obtain an agreement with TDDFT at large
 thus isolating the effects of coupling
separation S ¼ 25 A,
and removing the differences arising from the different
descriptions of the isolated nanowire. Observe that, according to Eq. (1), large systems would not require correction.
In Fig. 2 we compare TDDFT, QCM, classical
Drude, and NLHD results for different junction widths S.
The negative S means a geometrical overlap of the nanowires. The S ¼ 0 case corresponds to kissing cylinders
[13,14] where a continuous solid is formed at the contact
point. For large positive separations classical models
qualitatively agree with TDDFT results. The absorption
spectrum is dominated by several resonant structures
[13,14,38,39]: a DP and a QP partially mixed with higher
order modes HM. As S decreases, the DP and QP shift to
lower frequencies because of the attractive interaction
between the charges of opposite sign across the junction
 electron tunneling
[40]. For junction widths S & 7 A,
across the junction becomes large and we retrieve the
main trends reported theoretically for nanodimers
[23–25,41] and confirmed in recent pioneering experiments [26,27]. Prior to the direct contact: the field enhancement in the middle of the junction is quenched, the DP

resonance progressively disappears, a charge transfer
plasmon mode (C1) emerges, and the QP continuously
evolves into a higher order charge transfer plasmon C2.
For an overlapping dimer with well established conductive
contact, the C1 and C2 experience a blueshift [42].
While equivalent to the classical Drude description for
large S, the QCM accounts for the tunneling in narrow
junctions and reproduces the quantum results. As for the
classical Drude and NLHD descriptions, they do not
 Indeed, the
account for tunneling and fail for S & 7 A.
accumulation of classical charges on the opposite sides of
the junction leads to diverging local fields and a dense
number of resonances [2,3,40,43]. With NLHD the divergence of the fields in the junction is removed [13,14];
however, as compared to TDDFT the fields are too large.
The number of resonances remains small but larger than
in TDDFT and QCM, and transition from separated to
overlapping regime appears nonphysically abrupt.
 the detailed analysis
For the junction widths S > 7 A,
of the frequency of the DP calculated with different
approaches is shown in Fig. 3(a) as function of S. The
same trends as in Fig. 1(b) are observed. The DP frequency
obtained with TDDFT (NLHD) is noticeably redshifted
(blueshifted), with respect to classical Drude calculations.
We recall here that applied frequency correction isolates
the effects of coupling and removes the differences arising
from the different descriptions of the isolated nanowire.
Since in this distance range the tunneling can be neglected,
the dependence of the DP frequency on S results from the
interaction between the screening charges induced across
the junction. Thus, the classical Drude model underestimates the interaction between the screening charges and
this underestimate is even stronger for NLHD approach.
To understand the above result we explore the definition
of the width of the junction based on the separation between
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Energy of the dipole plasmon resonance as a function of the junction width S for a D ¼ 9:8 nm
nanowire dimer. Dots: TDDFT results; dashed and solid black
lines: results of classical Drude calculations performed for the
junction widths S and S  2, respectively; dashed and dotted
blue lines: results of NLHD calculations performed for the
junction widths S and S22, respectively. The inset gives
schematic representation of the location of plasmon-induced
screening charges in various approaches. (b) Energy of the
dipole plasmon resonance for D ¼ 6:2 nm and D ¼ 9:8 nm
nanowire dimers as a function of the scaled separation S=Rcl .
Solid lines: classical Drude calculations performed for the
junction width S  2.

the centroids of the screening charge at facing surfaces.
We show that this measure of the junction size provides
a universal, model independent dispersion of the DP frequency. The schematic representation underlying the discussion below is shown in the inset of Fig. 3(a). Within the
local classical approach, the induced screening charges are
localized at geometrical surfaces of the cylinders separated
by the distance S. Within the TDDFT, the position of the
induced charges with respect to the jellium edge is given by
 in the frequency range of
positive  ¼ Re½dð!Þ  0:9 A
interest [4,6,9]. The effective distance, STDDFT ¼ S  2,
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between the plasmon-induced charges across the junction
is thus smaller than S measured between jellium edges.
As discussed earlier, in the NLHD the screening charge
is shifted inside the geometrical surface of the metal by
 Therefore, within the NLHD approach the screen  1 A.
ing charges are separated by a distance SNLHD ¼ S þ 2,
which is larger than S. As follows from the results presented in Fig. 3(a), when the energy of the DP mode ! is
taken at the same distance between the screening charges,
the agreement between the results of TDDFT, Drude,
and NLHD simulations becomes excellent: !TDDFT ðSÞ 
!Drude ðS  2Þ  !NLHD ðS  2  2Þ. Thus, for not
too narrow junctions where tunneling is negligible, the full
quantum results can be retrieved within local classical
calculations performed for the junction width given by the
actual separation between the screening charges. At this
point it is worth stressing that Re½dð!Þ is a material and
frequency dependent function, but it is independent of the
geometry as follows from calculations and experiments
performed for the clusters of different size and for flat
surfaces [4,5,8,9,31–33].
The results above have direct implications for the ultimate limit of resolution of plasmonic rulers [22]. For the
free-electron Na surface, the screening charges are located
at approximately 0.9 Å (3 Å) outside the jellium edge
(surface atomic layer), meaning that for a Na-Na junction,
the effective junction width obtained from matching the
measured DP frequency with local classical Drude calculations would be 1.8 Å (6 Å) smaller than the actual separation between the jellium edges (surface atomic planes).
For silver and gold, an analysis of the data on the blueshift
of the dipole plasmon resonance in small clusters
[9,27,34,44] using Eq. (1) places the effective screening
charges inside the jellium edge at 0.8–1.5 Å. Therefore, for
Ag-Ag and Au-Au junctions, the effective junction width
obtained from matching an experiment to local classical
calculations would be by 1.7–3 Å larger than the actual
separation between the jellium edges. It will be close to the
separation between the surface atomic planes.
The use of the plasmon ruler relies on the universal
dependence of the DP frequency on the scaled separation
[18,21]. In Fig. 3(b) we show the TDDFT and classical
results for the DP frequency of the D ¼ 6:2 nm and
D ¼ 9:8 nm nanowire dimers as a function of the scaled
separation S=Rcl . The TDDFT data for both nanowire
dimer sizes nearly fall on the universal curve provided
that the separations S are sufficiently large that no tunneling occurs. This holds for junction widths larger than 2
lattice constants, which sets a lowest limit for the distances
that can be actually measured with a plasmon ruler.
In conclusion, we have presented a fully quantum
mechanical study of the optical response of a plasmonic
nanowire dimer. The concept of rescaling of separation
distances as introduced here allows for establishing a
robust and novel rule of thumb to perform accurate
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metrology of subnanometric distances based on the
plasmonic dispersion. Our results are valid not only for
the interaction of nanowires considered here, but can be
extended to general junctions between metallic surfaces
where nonlocal effects are extremely important.
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